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C R I M P I N G

Adjustable Crimper With Electric Pump (Large Capacity)

See page 115 for die selection chart.

Crimp Hoses In The Shop With Electric Pump Power And 

Automatic Shutoff 

  » The Flexdrauliculic AC205 electric pump hose assembly
crimping kig kit is an ideal crimper solution for small to large
shops where accuracy, precision and ease of ps where accuracy, precision and ease of adjustment 
are required, and high-speed production can bere required, and high-speed production can be utilized.

Precise and Powerful Crimping

  » mp up to 1-1/2, four-spiral hose,With the capacity to crimp up to 1-1/2, four-spiral hose,
-house for your stationary crimp-the AC205 is a true power-house for your stationary crimp-

experienced, even with the ing needs. Quick crimping is experienced, even wit
slarger capacity the crimper off ers.

» ed die pInverted die positioning allows great visibility allowing
e operator to athe operator to accurately position crimp fi ttings before 

crimping. Also, a removable pusher macrimping. Also, a removable pusher makes it easy to insert
elbows and other special crimp fi ttings.ecial crimp fi ttings.

  » Micrometer-style adjustments via the sight gaments via the sight gauge assure
accurate and repeatable crimps and the ability to epeatable crimps and the ability to crimp a
wide variety of crimp fi ttings without the need for sy of crimp fi ttings without the need for special
shims or sp spacers.

» Automatic shutoff  shuts the pump down wheomatic shutoff  shuts the pump down when the mi-
crometer crimp setting is reached.meter crimp setting is reached

  » Base mounounting holes allow the crimper to be bench or
truck mountented if required.

» Included in the kit with the crimper is a two-horsepower,kit with the crimper is a two-horsepower,
220-volt 10,000 PSI elI electric pump.

Other Information

» 1-1/2 inch, four-spiral hose capacity (with standard dies)capacity (with sta

  » 80 ton integrated cylinder

» 37.5” x 29” footprint

  » Flexdraulic crimp specifi cations for the AC205 are pro-
vided separately

» Includes coupling stop, cylinder retraction stop, quick 
crimp pusher and automatic shutoff  micrometer

  » Crimper dies sold separately

AC205
Adjustable Crimper Kit

Integrated power with automatic shutoff  
(when crimp setting is reached) included. 
Crimper dies available separately (see on 
page 115).
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